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An operator sum representation is derived for a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) and used to

(i) show that DFS’s are the class of quantum error correcting codes (QECC’s) with fixed, unitary
recovery operators and (ii) find explicit representations for the Kraus operators of collective
decoherence. We demonstrate how this can be used to construct a concatenated DFS-QECC code
which protects against collective decoherence perturbed by independent decoherence. The code
yields an error threshold which depends only on the perturbing independent decoherence rate.
[S0031-9007(99)09301-1]
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Decoherence-free subspaces (DFS’s) have recently
emerged [1–6] as an alternative way to protect fragile
quantum states against decoherence, alongside “conven-
tional” quantum error correcting codes (QECC’s) [7,8] and
the new “dynamical decoupling” schemes [9]. This is of
particular importance in quantum computation, where the
promise of a speedup compared to classical computers
hinges crucially on the possibility to maintain quantum
coherence throughout the computation [10]. So far, DFS’s
and QECC’s have been considered as distinct methods,
often characterized as “passive” and “active,” respectively.
However, as we will show here, in fact, DFS’s can be
considered as a special class of QECC’s, characterized as
having a particularly simple form of recovery operators.
Conditions for the existence of nontrivial DFS’s are
stringent: the decoherence process should be “collective,”
meaning that the bath couples in a symmetric way to
all qubits. So far conditions for collective decoherence
have been formulated in a Hamiltonian form [3,4], and
in the Lindblad semigroup form [5,6]. Here we will
present an alternative formulation in terms of the operator
sum representation (OSR) [11], which has the advantage
of establishing a direct link to the theory of QECC’s.
This OSR formulation enables us to combine DFS’s and
QECC’s, into a concatenated scheme which can error-
correct the more general physical situation of “cluster
decoherence.” For the price of longer code words, this
concatenated scheme operates with a substantially reduced
error threshold.
Hamiltonian formulation of decoherence-free sub-

spaces.—Conditions for DFS’s within the general
(non-Markovian) framework of semigroup dynamics were
derived in Ref. [4]. We first briefly rederive these con-
ditions in a simplified form. Consider a closed quantum
system, composed of a system S of interest defined on
a Hilbert space H (e.g., a quantum computer) and a
bath B. The evolution of the closed system is given by
rSB�t� � UrSB�0�Uy, where the unitary evolution opera-
tor (we set h̄ � 1) is U � exp�2iHt�. The full Hamil-

tonian is H � HS ≠ IB 1 IS ≠ HB 1 HI , where HS ,
HB, and HI are, respectively, the system, bath, and
interaction Hamiltonians, and I is the identity operator.
Assuming initial decoupling between system and bath,
the evolution of the closed system is given by rSB�t� �
U�rS�0� ≠ rB�0��Uy. Quite generally, the interaction
Hamiltonian can be written as HI �

P
a Fa ≠ Ba , where

Fa and Ba are, respectively, system and bath operators.
Suppose that there exists a degenerate subset �jk̃�� of
eigenvectors of the Fa’s such that

Fajk̃� � aajk̃� ; a, jk̃� . (1)

If HS leaves the Hilbert subspace H̃ � Span��jk̃��� in-
variant, and if we start within H̃ , then the evolution of
the system will be decoherence-free (DF). To show this,
expand the initial density matrices of the system and the
bath in their respective bases: rS�0� �

P
ij sijjĩ� � j̃j and

rB�0� �
P

mn bmnjm� �nj. Using Eq. (1), one can write
the combined operation of the bath and interaction Hamil-
tonians over H̃ as

IS ≠ HB 1 HI � IS ≠ Hc

� IS ≠

"
HB 1

X

a

aaBa

#
.

This clearly commutes with HS over H̃ . Thus since
neither HS (by our own stipulation) nor the combined
Hamiltonian Hc takes states out of the subspace,

U�jĩ� ≠ jm�� � USjĩ� ≠ Ucjm� , (2)

where UX � exp�2iHXt�, X � S, c. Hence it is clear,
given the initially decoupled state of the density matrix,
that the evolution of the closed system will be rSB�t� �P

ij sijUS jĩ� � j̃jUy
S ≠

P
mn bmnUcjm� �njUy

c . It follows
using simple algebra that after tracing over the bath,
rS�t� � TrB�rSB�t�� � USrS�0�Uy

S , i.e., that the system
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Stabilizer Codes

Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z
X X X X

X X X X
X X X X

[[7,1,3]] Steane code

row = stabilizer
column = qubit

QEC Recipe

[[# qubits, # encoded qubits, distance]]

1. Measure 6 stabilizer 
operators
2. Conditional on 
measurement diagnose 
(and possibly fix) single 
qubit error

S1

S2
S3
S4

S5

S7
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1. Measure plaquette and
vertex operators

2. Classically post-process 
measurement results to
diagnose error

plaquette vertex
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s-Local and s-Neighboring

s-Local code: exists a set of stabilizer generators
whose weight ≤s

weight of Pauli operator = # of operators ≠ I
➡ I⨂X⨂X⨂Y⨂Y⨂I⨂Z⨂I has weight 5

➡ surface code is 4-local



s-Local and s-Neighboring

s-Local code: exists a set of stabilizer generators
whose weight ≤s

weight of Pauli operator = # of operators ≠ I
➡ I⨂X⨂X⨂Y⨂Y⨂I⨂Z⨂I has weight 5

➡ surface code is 4-local
s-Neighboring code (in D dimensions): exists a set 
of stabilizer generators where all ≠ I operators 
are within a distance s of each other on some
lattice of qubits in D spatial dimensions

➡ surface code is 2-neighboring in 2D



Lament

Why can’t all codes be  
s-neighboring in two or three 

spatial dimensions?



Main Result
For every [[n,k,d]] stabilizer code, there exists a
[[N,k,r,d]] stabilizer subsystem code, N=O(n2), 
whose syndrome measurements can be made 
using s-neighboring measurements (s constant) in 
>1 spatial dimensions. (r = # gauge qubits)

Every stabilizer code can be made to act 
like the surface code!
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Main Result
For every [[n,k,d]] stabilizer code, there exists a
[[N,k,r,d]] stabilizer subsystem code, N=O(n2), 
whose syndrome measurements can be made 
using s-neighboring measurements (s constant).

1. stabilizer subsystem codes
2. measurement based quantum computing 
3. spaced-time locality in QEC

To Understand:



1. Stabilizer Subsystem Code

n physical qubits

k encoded qubits

[[n,k,d]] Stabilizer Subspace Code



1. Stabilizer Subsystem Code

[David Poulin, arXiv:quant-ph/0508131]

n physical qubits

[[n,k,d]] Stabilizer Subspace Code

k’ encoded qubits r gauge qubits
[n,k’,r,d] Stabilizer Subsystem Code

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0508131
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0508131
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0508131


A Subsystem Code

X X
X X
X X

X X
X X
X X

Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z

X X

X X

X X

X X

Z
Z Z

Z

Z
Z Z

Z
Z Z Z

X
X
X

{stabilizer
generators

{
{

logical 
X

logical 
Z

gauge encoded

{

[[9,1,4,3]] stabilizer subsystem code

[Bacon, arXiv:quant-ph/0506023] 

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0506023
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0506023


A Subsystem Code
X X
X X
X X

X X
X X
X X

Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z

X X

X X

{stabilizer
generators

X X
X X
X X

= X X XX

X1 X2 X1X2S1S1

S1 S2 S3 S4

We can measure S1 by measuring 2-local operators 
that are products of gauge and stabilizer operators

6-local ➔ 2-local



Stabilizer Moves

S1 S2 .... Sn-k-r z1 z2 ... zr Z1 Z2 .... Zk

x1 x2 ... xr X1 X2 .... Xk

stabilizer gauge logical



Stabilizer Moves

S1 S2 .... Sn-k-r z1 z2 ... zr Z1 Z2 .... Zk

x1 x2 ... xr X1 X2 .... Xk

stabilizer gauge logical

turn a stabilizer into
a logical operator

S S2 .... Sn-k-r z1 z2 ... zr Sn-k-r Z1 Z2 .... Zk

x1 x2 ... xr X0 X1 X2 .... Xk



Stabilizer Moves

S1 S2 .... Sn-k-r z1 z2 ... zr Z1 Z2 .... Zk

x1 x2 ... xr X1 X2 .... Xk

stabilizer gauge logical

S S2 .... Sn-k-r-1 Sn-k-r z1 z2 ... zr Z1 Z2 .... Zk

x0 x1 x2 ... xr X1 X2 .... Xk

turn a stabilizer into
a gauge operator

turn a stabilizer into
a logical operator

S S2 .... Sn-k-r z1 z2 ... zr Sn-k-r Z1 Z2 .... Zk

x1 x2 ... xr X0 X1 X2 .... Xk
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[Raussendorf and Briegel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5188 (2001)] 
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[Raussendorf and Briegel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5188 (2001)] 

Create Entangled State
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[Raussendorf and Briegel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5188 (2001)] 
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Adaptively measure to enact circuit
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X Y YY
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Adaptively measure to enact circuit



2. Measurement Based QC
[Raussendorf and Briegel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5188 (2001)] 

X X X YX±Θ Y Y Y Y

X Y Y XY X Y X X

Y

|0� Rθ • �����
|0� H
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Adaptively measure to enact circuit



2. Measurement Based QC
[Raussendorf and Briegel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5188 (2001)] 

X X X YX±Θ Y Y Y Y

X Y Y XY X Y X X

Y

|0� Rθ • �����
|0� H

�������� �����

Adaptively measure to enact circuit

Z

Z

Initial state described locally + measurements are all local



MBQC Wire to Code

Graph state 1D line: common +1 eigenstate of 
graph state vertex operators

X

ZZ

Z

vertex 
operator

S1=XZII....
S2=ZXZI....
S3=IZXZ....

...
Sn-1=....IZXZ
Sn  =....IIXZ



Remove end stabilizer from stabilizer group and
promote it to a logical operator

S1=XZII....
S2=ZXZI....
S3=IZXZ....

...
Sn-1=....IZXZ
Sn  =....IIXZ

X1=XZIIII, Z1=ZIIIII
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

One encoded 
distance 1 qubit

MBQC Wire to Code



Qubit Where?

S1=XZII....
S2=ZXZI....
S3=IZXZ....

...
Sn-1=....IZXZ
Sn  =....IIXZ

X1=XZIIII..., Z1=ZIIIII...
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

X1

Z1

S2Z1=IXZIII...
S4Z1=IXIXZI...

modulo stabilizer information 
can be accessed across many 

different r-local measurements
 



Make S2 a gauge qubit

X1=XZII..., Z1=ZIII...
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

Gauge operators
x1=XIII..., z1=ZXZI...

S1=XZII....
S2=ZXZI....
S3=IZXZ....

...
Sn-1=....IZXZ
Sn  =....IIXZ

MBQC Wire to Code



Make S2 a gauge qubit

X1=XZII..., Z1=ZIII...
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

Gauge operators
x1=XIII..., z1=ZXZI...
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...
Sn-1=....IZXZ
Sn  =....IIXZ
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Make S2 a gauge qubit

X1=XZII..., Z1=IXZI...
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

Gauge operators
x1=XIII..., z1=ZXZI...

S1=XZII....
S2=ZXZI....
S3=IZXZ....

...
Sn-1=....IZXZ
Sn  =....IIXZ

X1x1=IZII...
Z1 moved over a bit...

MBQC Wire to Code



X1=XIXI...XIX, Z1=IXIX...IXZ
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

Gauge operators
Generated by
XIII..II, IXII...II, ... , IIII.,.XI 
ZXZI..II, IZXZ...II, ... , IIII...ZX

none

Modulo gauge operators
localized to last qubit

MBQC Wire to Code



S1=XIXI...XIX
Stabilizer generators Logical operators

Gauge operators
Generated by
XIII..II, IXII...II, ... , IIII.,.XI 
ZXZI..II, IZXZ...II, ... , IIII...ZX

none
Measure S1 by series
of single qubit X 
measurements (gauge)

MBQC Wire to Code



Rθ Z

Z
Z

Z

“Vertex operator with angle θ”

Twisted Graph State: is common +1 eigenstate 
of all vertex operators (one per vertex) 

=

Twisted Graph State



QC to Twist Graph State5

θ : V → [0, 2π), the stabilizer group generated of twisted
stabilizer generators: �Sv(θv), v ∈ V �.

Circuit Element Graph Gadget

|0� ��������
X

��������
X

� �� �
input

����������������
X

� �� �
internal

��������
X

��������
X

� �� �
output

��������
X

��������
H R(θ) ��������

X

θ

H R(θ) •

H R(φ) •

��������
X

θ

��������
X

φ

H R(θ1) •

H R(θ2) •
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

H R(θm−1) •

H R(θm) •

��������
X

θ1

��������
X

θ2

��������
X

θm−1

��������
X

θm

H ����X ��������
X����X ��������

X
��������
X

TABLE I. Dictionary for converting from quantum circuit to

adiabatic Hamiltonian or, in our case, subsystem code. The

only circuit elements that are not self-evident are the final

one, which is a Hadamard followed by a measurement in the

X basis and the wires which are either inputs, outputs, or

neither (internal). Further R(θ) = exp(−iθZ/2). These are

then converted to a graph via replacing the circuit elements

by the appropriate vertices and edges of the gadget, see main

text for details.

Let us now briefly recall the method for constructing
a Hamiltonian that can be adiabatically deformed to en-
act a quantum computation [46]. One first starts with
a quantum circuit expressed in terms of a universal gate
set. In particular one must express the quantum circuit
in terms of circuit elements listed in Table I. Then one

uses the dictionary in Table I to convert this circuit to a
labeled graph. This graph has two types of nodes, nodes
that will have a twisted vertex operator associated with
them (denote by single circles in Table I) and those that
will not have a twisted vertex operator associated with
them (denoted by double circles in Table I). Further the
vertices in these graphs may have angles associated with
them, corresponding to the angle of the twisted vertex op-
erator (no angle listed implies the operator is untwisted,
θv = 0.) From this description one obtains a description
of the initial Hamiltonian of the system

Hi = −
�

v∈W
Sv(θv) (4)

where W is the set of graph vertices that are not de-
noted by double circles. If there is information input
into the quantum circuit, this sum will not be over all
vertices. This in turn will imply that Hi’s ground state
is degenerate: it will encode as many qubits as there are
incoming qubits into the quantum circuit. Then one pro-
ceeds by turning on −X fields everywhere there are X’s
in the graph that has been constructed, while turning off
any terms in Hi that anti-commute with the −X being
turned on. At the end of all of this, there will be output
quantum information localized on the appropriate vertex
(where no X appears). Or if one wishes to make a mea-
surement, one can measure the node in the measurement
gadget (thus the X label in the graph gadget for mea-
surement represents a measurement of X, not a field to
be applied.) In [46] it was shown that this scheme indeed
produces an output which is identical to the circuit that
it was constructed from. We will not review this proof
but our construct of a subsystem code uses the details of
this proof.

II. TWO QUBIT CODE EXAMPLE

We begin by describing a simple example of our con-
struction. Recall that the basic idea of our construction
is to take a syndrome measuring circuit for a quantum
error correcting code and convert it to a subsystem code.
We begin by among the simplest such syndrome mea-
surements possible: a circuit with two qubits and a mea-
surement of the Z ⊗ Z operator on these qubits. Call
these two qubits, qubit 1 and qubit 2. A circuit for this
measurement is given by

1{ •
|0� �������� �������� ����Z

2{ •

(5)

where we have labeled the qubits that are being measured
as 1 and 2. We will be using the dictionary in Table I,
so we convert this into a circuit in the universal gate set

Quantum circuit made up of 
preparations, gates, and 
measurements 

Graph describing vertex
operators and places where
X measurements would be
made to enact MBQC for
the quantum circuit 



Encoded MBQC Example 6

of this table:

1{ H H •

|0� H • H H ����X

2{ H H •

(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:

����������������
X

��������
X

��������
X

��������
X

��������
��������
X

��������
X

��������
X

��������
X

��������
X

����������������
X

��������
X

��������
X

��������
X

��������

(7)

We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)
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, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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of this table:
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(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

1. vertex operator for every non-double-circled node
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)
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, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)
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, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)
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X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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of this table:
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)
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, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

1. vertex operator for every non-double-circled node
2. starting state is +1 common eigenspace of these 
vertex operators
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of this table:

1{ H H •

|0� H • H H ����X

2{ H H •

(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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of this table:

1{ H H •

|0� H • H H ����X

2{ H H •

(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

1. vertex operator for every non-double-circled node
2. starting state is +1 common eigenspace of these 
vertex operators
3. input information encoded @ double-circled nodes
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of this table:

1{ H H •

|0� H • H H ����X
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(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

6

of this table:

1{ H H •

|0� H • H H ����X

2{ H H •

(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

1. vertex operator for every non-double-circled node
2. starting state is +1 common eigenspace of these 
vertex operators
3. input information encoded @ double-circled nodes
4. X measurements occur on all vertices labeled X
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of this table:

1{ H H •

|0� H • H H ����X

2{ H H •

(6)

Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

1. vertex operator for every non-double-circled node
2. starting state is +1 common eigenspace of these 
vertex operators
3. input information encoded @ double-circled nodes
4. X measurements occur on all vertices labeled X
5. Output measurements at X’s, unmeasured output 
qubits at non-X-ed nodes
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)
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, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)
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, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
this into a labeled graph:
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

1. vertex operator for every non-double-circled node
4. X measurements occur on all vertices labeled X

Instead of performing MBQC we can instead
consider the code generated by these two 
sets of operators.
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)
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, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)
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, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
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We now define our subsystem code with the help of this
graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
�
S(1,2), S(1,3), S(1,4), S(1,5), S(2,2), S(2,3), S(2,4),

S(2,5), S(a,1), S(a,2), S(a,3), S(a,4), S(a,5)

�
, (8)

where S(i,j) denotes the vertex operator at the (i, j)th
location. The X operators associated with the graph are

V =
�
X(1,1), X(1,2), X(1,3), X(1,4), X(2,1), X(2,2), X(2,3),

X(2,4), X(a,1), X(a,2), X(a,3), X(a,4), X(a,5)

�
, (9)

where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code

X̄1 = X(1,1), Z̄1 = S(1,2)

X̄2 = X(2,1), Z̄2 = S(2,2)

X̄3 = X(a,1), Z̄3 = S(a,2)

X̄4 = X(1,2), Z̄4 = S(1,3)

X̄5 = X(2,2), Z̄5 = S(2,3)

X̄6 = X(a,2), Z̄6 = S(a,1)

X̄7 = X(1,1)X(1,3), Z̄7 = S(1,4)

X̄8 = X(2,1)X(2,3), Z̄8 = S(2,4)

X̄9 = X(1,2)X(1,4), Z̄9 = S(1,5)

X̄10 = X(2,2)X(2,4), Z̄10 = S(2,5)

X̄11 = X(a,4), Z̄11 = S(a,5)

X̄12 = X(a,5), Z̄12 = S(a,4) (10)

and the stabilizers (list here as the generators of S) for
the code,

S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
Z̄L,1

∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
a Z appears on one of the 4th column qubits, and this

S1 measured by measuring blue vertex operators.
S2 represents that preparation and measurement
coincide.
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Here we have used the fact that the controlled-phase
gates can be parallelized. We then use Table I to convert
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where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
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and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
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These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
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∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
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graph.

In particular, associated with this graph are the vertex
operators (no twisting is occurring here) for all of the
vertices that are not double framed, as well as individual
X operators on all of the vertices that are labeled by
X. Call the rows of our constructed graph 1, a, and 2,
respectively, and label the columns of the graph from 1
to 5. Then our code will have a qubit associated which
each tuple (i, j) with i ∈ {1, 2, a} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
To be concrete, the vertex operators associated with the
graph are then

R =
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where X(i,j) is the X operator on the (i, j)th qubit.

We will now show that if we take these operators as-
sociated with the graph (R and V) that they generate a
group of 12 gauge qubits and 2 stabilizers. Explicitly we
can construct the gauge qubits operators (listed here as

the the generators for G) for the code
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S1 = S(1,4)S(2,4)S(a,1)S(a,3)S(a,5)

S2 = X(1,2)X(2,2)X(a,1)X(a,3)X(a,5). (11)

One can check that these operators generate the group
generated by R and V, that the logical operators for the
gauge qubits commute with each other for different en-
coded gauge qubits, but anti-commute between X̄ and Z̄,
and that the stabilizer elements commute with all of the
gauge and stabilizer operators. Further we can define the
logical qubit (non-gauge). The generators for the logical
qubits L for the code are

X̄L,1 = X(1,1)X(1,3)X(1,5)X(2,1)X(2,3)X(2,5)

Z̄L,1 = X(1,2)X(1,4)Z(1,5). (12)

These operators commute with all gauge qubit operators
and the stabilizer, and anti-commute with each other.
Thus they are a choice of logical qubit operator for the
subsystem code.
Now one can see how this subsystem code is related to

the single stabilizer two qubit code with stabilizer gen-
erator Z ⊗ Z. In particular modulo gauge operators S1

is the stabilizer Z ⊗ Z on the final two qubits located
at (1, 5) and (2, 5). Further modulo the gauge operators
the encoded logical operators are X̄L,1

∼=R X ⊗ X and
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∼=R Z ⊗ I on these final two qubits. In other words
modulo the gauge operators these are exactly the code
whose syndrome the circuit we originally constructed
measured. Further we can see that the logical operators
cannot be made smaller weight by the action of the gauge
and stabilizer operators. This means nothing for Z̄L,1 be-
cause this operator can be made weight 1 by multiplying
gauge qubits, but for X̄L,1 this statement is non-trivial.
One can see this by noting that if one is going to make
the weight of this operator lowered than 2 then one must
multiply by a stabilizer or gauge operator that acts on
one of the last qubits as X. However this implies that
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Any quantum circuit can be made to be 
neighboring in space-time for any spatial 
dimension D
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Space-Time QEC
Fault-tolerant quantum error correction can
be done using s-neighboring locality in 
space-time while maintaining a threshold. 

(1D requires next-nearest neighbor gates)

[Aharonov, Ben-Or, arXiv:quant-ph/9906129]
[Gottesman, arXiv:quant-ph/9903099]

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9906129
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9906129




THE CONSTRUCTION
Input:  [[n,k,d]] stabilizer code 
1. Construct fault-tolerant syndrome measuring
quantum circuit that is s-neighboring in space-time 
on lattice in dimension D (D>1)



CONSTRUCTION
2. Convert this circuit to the scheme that would
be used to implement it in MBQC

[Related: Rausendorf, Harrington, Goyal 2006] 



CONSTRUCTION
3. Take operators from MBQC construction (vertex
operators and X operators for measurements) and
identify (a) stabilizer subgroup of these operators
and (b) gauge qubits

X⨂4 and Z⨂4

stabilizer
localized

on red qubits



Profit
For every [[n,k,d]] stabilizer code, there exists a
[[N,k,r,d]] stabilizer subsystem code, N=O(n2), 
whose syndrome measurements can be made 
using s-neighboring measurements (s constant).

$$$$





FAQ
Q: Why fault-tolerant syndrome measuring circuits?
- These maintain the distance of the code

Q: But aren’t fault-tolerant circuits probabilistic?
- Often yes.  Use the circuit as if the 
measurement result turned out in your favor

Q: Do these codes have thresholds?
- Unknown, but likely given their relation to fault-
tolerant circuits

Q: s-local for what s?
- Can be made 3-local
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